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 e Knights of the Immaculata
Fr. Jonathan Kopec, Chaplain of the Knights of the Immaculata

What bearing could a canoe and a fishing rod have 
on an eternal life?  What effect could a smoke-in-

the-eyes campfire, a banjo propped on a knee, and a song 
bellowed from memory, mingling with the smoke and 
sparks that rise above a ring of canvas tents, all have on 
an immortal soul?  On the other hand, a student might 
wonder what geometry or a Hopkins poem might have to 
do with the success of his life, his future, or his eventual 
salvation.  Do they really have anything to do with it?  If 
someone grasps just what the purpose of life is, it may 
seem that very few things remain worth the time and 
effort we put into them.  We are simply meant to go to 
Heaven, and in that light, what could hooks and worms, 
sailor shanties by moonlight, hundreds of combined 
hours in football practice, a quiz in conceptual physics, a 
thousand-mile trip made to see the same stars in the same 
sky from a different vantage point, or steering a canoe that 
your comrade is pulling forward stroke by strokewhat 
could all that possibly have to do with going to Heaven?

Everything. It has everything to do with it. 
$e better question perhaps to ask is what does not 

have a bearing on our eternal life?  Is not everything in 
this created world eternally willed by the all-wise, all-
loving, all-caring God to be in our life, here and now, for 
our good?  $e Catholic soul sees that all is grace.  $e 
Catholic man sees that every circumstance of his life is 
a chance to love and serve God, and he knows that he 
cannot and must not separate anything in any day from 
that love and service.  $e Catholic life should be nothing 
but a continual offering to God of what He has already 
given to us.  Simply speaking, this is living a consecrated 
life: a consecration to our Father of our life without 
exceptioninclusive of joys and sorrows, work, school, 
and banjo alike. 

For the boys’ sodalities of the Academy, the realization 
of such a life is sought in the surest means: in the hands 
of the Mother of God.  $e goal of the Knights of the 
Immaculata is to take that work 

At the end of December Fr. Kopec, the Knights of the Immaculata, and the Honor Guard of Mary went north to Minnesota 
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Words from the Rector
Dear Friends and Benefactors,

$e ceremonies of Holy Week are a wonderful 
respite during our academic year.  We are truly blessed 
to be able to celebrate them with all solemnity here 
in St. Mary’s, since these ceremonies are the summit 
of the liturgical year wherein the mysteries of our 
redemption play out before our eyes. 

With our normal business put aside, a sacred 
stillness reigns on these days, marking them as 
something inviolable.  Enhancing this stillness, the 
Christian is called to watch with Our Lord for one 
hour after the stripping of the altars on Holy $ursday.  
$e following day, the tres horae of Our Lord’s passion 
can call for only the most solemn silence.  Finally 
comes the tranquil anticipation, throughout all Holy 
Saturday, of Our Lord’s glorious Resurrection.

But apart from this stillness, the Church renders 
a fitting worship to God in the liturgical actions of 
the Triduum.  $e high points of the week approach 
with the ceremonial rites which have developed over 
centuries and which play out the crucial themes of 
the Triduum through music, words, and gestures; 
through ornamentation and starkness.  $is year 
our students took a more active role in these sacred 
ceremonies from preparing the servers to organizing 
the abundant sacristy work, or singing at the 
ceremonies and even preparing some of the Lessons 
of Tenebrae.  Twelve of our seniors took the role of 

apostles Holy $ursday night, and their Principal, 
Fr. Wood, washed their feet.  Some of our academy 
girls also did a marvelous job painting the Paschal 
candle, beautifully adorning this symbol of Christ in 
preparation for the night on which it would dispel 
the darkness. 

Only the presence of a bishop would have made 
our ceremonies more solemn, which is why we sent 
our ninth-grade boys to the seminary so that they 
might experience the fullness of the liturgy and be 
marked by an early exposure to the seminary.  We 
hope that in four years, they will be seniors who have 
been thoroughly formed by the liturgy.

We wish to continue to form our students with 
the spirit of the Church – the spirit of Christ – which 
comes principally through the sacred liturgy.  We 
are grateful that our endeavors this year have already 
born great fruit.  

Rev. Fr. Patrick Rutledge
Rector, St. Mary’s Academy and College

In the Sacred Heart,



Preparing to Assist at the Foot of the Altar

Assisting the priests at 
the altar is the highest 

way to give glory to God, so 
it is an honor and a privilege 
to participate in liturgical 
functions.  In order to 
prepare boys grades 7-12 
for the honor of serving, 
every Tuesday afternoon a 
class period is dedicated to 
liturgical formation by the 
Academy’s new Ceremonies 
Department.  Students are 
divided into small groups 
based upon their current 
serving ability for training 
under the leadership of 
select seniors, juniors, and 
sophomores.  $e low Mass 
server responses in Latin are 
the focus of initial training.  
Once a boy masters the 
responses and movements 
for assisting a low Mass, he 
learns to be an acolyte, a cross bearer, and a thurifer for 
a sung Mass.  A few excellent servers are invited to learn 
the role of Master of Ceremonies, requiring additional 
training time as well as the responsibilities of leading 
more complex ceremonies and of setting a standard of 
excellence both in and out of the sanctuary.

With roughly 200 boys in  grades 7-12 , we rely 
heavily upon the organization and efficiency of student 
leaders, the four house captains, and the three senior 
MC’s who are charged with the periodic assessment of 

servers in training as well 
as their apt division into 
smaller categories.  $ese 
student leaders are assisted 
by other seniors who 
supervise training in one of 
six departments: Latin, Low 
Mass, Acolyte, Crossbearer, 
$urifer, and MC.   Each 
department may have two 
to six small groups of seven 
to ten boys, each led by 
an upperclassman.   $e 
student-leaders spend the 
period “roaming” from 
group to group, ensuring 
the overall order and 
quality of the training, 
and occasionally lending a 
helping hand.  On Friday 
afternoons, the student 
and department leaders 
meet with the Prefect of 
Ceremonies and give him 

a report of the Tuesday session.   Short term goals are 
then modified or established, strategy is discussed, and 
preparations are made for the upcoming Tuesday.

$e Ceremonies Department, currently directed by 
Fr. John Carlisle, aims to establish an effective structure for 
providing well-trained servers with a thirst for excellence 
and a profound reverence for God and all that pertains to 
His worship.

of consecration and place it under 
the direction and guidance of the same person that the 
incarnate God chose to place Himself. $e Knight sees 
the consecration of his life through the Queen of Heaven 
as his highest prerogative and his highest duty.  After 
that, if his consecration can be aided through a formative 
setting, if it can be strengthened while forming the bonds 
of eternal friendships amidst fire, smoke and song, if it 
can be lived and practiced by sharing responsibilities in 
the privation of comforts on a camp which brings an 

authentic contact with God’s creationbe it with a rod 
in hand or a rosarywell, all the better.  $e essential 
remains the same throughout: everything we do is an 
opportunity to love and serve our Father in Heaven.  $e 
purpose of the Knights, therefore, is simply to learn to 
live, in a very real way and all the time, the Catholic life
entirely through our blessed Mother. Not for himself does 
the Knight live, canoe, sing, study, work, or play, but all 
in the realization of his pledge to his Queen: I am yours.

Immaculate Heart of Mary, Tuus sum ego.

(Continued from page 1.)

Martin Isermann, one of the MC's, coaches two 
underclassmen in serving MC and thurifer.



Nicholas Madrid, SMA 2020

Eileen Novelly, SMA 2018

Trinity Smalley, SMA 2020

John Franzen, SMA 2018

Student Achievements



the direction of Mrs. Rebecca Quain.

Images from the Paschal Candle



Children of the lower school enacted the roles in the nativity while the 
Children of Mary sang carols that coincided with the scenes.  

wind, snow, and freezing temperatures to 

by Acies.

Mr. John Wurm, an Academy 
teacher for over 16 years, retired 

from teaching at the end of March.  
He and his family moved from 
Michigan to St. Marys in 2001 so 
that his young children could receive a 
Catholic education.  His first five years 
of teaching were spent with the eighth 
grade boys, the next six years in the 
fifth grade, and then his last years in 
the third grade.  $roughout his time 
at St. Mary's, Mr. Wurm was deeply 
involved in various youth activities,  
particularly the chess program under 
Mr. Robert Awerkamp.    

 e News in Pictures



Festival.  On March 7 and 8, the Academy participated in the festival with 131 entries, including choral, 

their division. 
The Realist Guide to 

Religion and Science to the parish.
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SMC Premieres an Adaptation of Ordo Virtutum
Jane Spencer, SMA 2018

Over the weekend of April 13th, the St. Mary’s College 
Drama Club presented three performances of an 

original adaptation of St. Hildegard von Bingen’s musical 
magnum opus Ordo Virtutum.   Composed in 1151, the Ordo 
is the earliest known medieval musical drama, and the only 
one composed by a canonized saint.  Director Dr. Andrew 
Childs added a prologue of scenes taken from John Milton’s 
Paradise Lost dramatizing the conclave of fallen angels who 
convene to determine the best means to persist in rebellion.  
Lucifer prefers the pernicious plan to defy God by bringing 
mankind to share the misery of eternal damnation with 
them, and proceeds to visit Eve in the Garden of Eden where 
he convinces her to taste the forbidden fruit of the Tree of the 
Knowledge of Good and Evil.  $e prologue from Milton’s 
Christian epic prepares the audience for the allegorical Ordo 
Virtutum that follows, wherein another “Eve”  is tempted 
and falls, but ultimately finds redemption by means of the 
Virtues, especially “Queen Humility.”

Written for the construction of Hildegard’s Abbey 
in Rupertsberg, the original work Ordo Virtutum is sung 
entirely by women, with the exception of the male Devil, 
who only speaks and snarls, for he would be incapable, as 
St. Hildegard imagined, of producing “celestial harmony.” 
In the SMC adaptation the Soul, the Virtues, and the Devil 
all spoke the Hildegard text (in translated English), and a 
dedicated chorus of five ladies of the College sang much of 
the original medieval chant, accompanied by a drone sung 
by four College men.  Other students contributed with stage 
management, costumes, and set design and construction to 
produce this truly unique theatrical experience, a delightful 
reminder of the power of grace and the virtues to overcome 
despair and evil. 


